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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A colposcope is a medical instmment used to view the cervix. The attending 

physician views the cervix, and in the event of any abnormality, the patient is referred for 

foUow up freatinent. The main drawbacks to existing colposcopes are their bulk and high 

prices, which result in the equipment not being available to developing countries. This 

work lays the fovmdations for the development of a portable and highly robust unit which 

will eventually perform an automatic diagnosis on a pass-fail basis or provide images for 

the physician. The idea behind this device is to develop a self contained unit that will 

image the cervix and then compare the image to standardized images to determine if 

foUow up is. An important issue relating to such a device is the availability of power to 

run the entire system. One must consider the fact that grid supply might not be available 

in the target áreas or that the power available may not be reliable enough to guarantee 

proper functioning. With these consfraints, the system is designed to power itself from 

the best available source of power and then fall back on its battery pack as a last resort. 

Since the device is meant to be portable, it also makes sense to consider the médium of 

fransportation to power the device or charge the batteries while in transit. Therefore, the 

system also incorporates charging from any vehicle DC power outlet. At this level, the 

system can be considered a multi-battery pack charger. 

1.1 Powering the system - Smart Battery Packs 

Battery technology considerably lags behind the applications to which the packs 

are put. This led to the creation and widespread implementation of smart batteries. A 

simple battery is not able to give any reliable Information to the system that it powers 

regarding how long it will be able to power the system or how healthy the battery / 

battery pack is. This is a major drawback to existing applications that do not use smart 

batteries. The term "Smart Battery" refers to a battery system which is able to provide 

Information regarding the battery statiis to the system. This Information may contain data 



pertaining to the charging or discharging rafes, temperatiire of the pack, time to 

exhaustion, time to ftill charge, etc. A system with a host controller given such 

Information can optimize use of the battery by responding to the Information received 

from the battery packs. Consider the case of a laptop that is mnning from a battery pack 

which is ninety nine percent depleted. Upon notification from the battery pack, the host 

confroUer can signal associated hardware to wam the user and initiate shut down 

measures. This saves tiie user from suffering data losses, because he is given time to exit 

the system in a graceful manner. 

The power module for the portable colposcope being designed can make use of 

information from smart batteries to optimize performance. In the event that grid supply is 

available, a host confroller will charge the batteries and keep them füUy conditioned. 

When Üie grid fails or is not available, the host controller will switch to the battery packs 

and cycle them, powering the load and controller depending on information received 

from the battery packs. Such a system will not only be efficient in terms of use of 

available resources but also will engage the battery packs evenly when they are powering 

the load, so that all of them will age relatively equally. Loading could intentionally be 

made unequal as batteries deteriórate at different rates. 

1.1.1 Cholee of Battery Chemistry 

Battery charging and conditioning are issues that must be addressed in the system. 

When choosing battery technology for the application, one mns into an array of battery 

chemistries, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. A variety of technologies 

exist in the portable electronics market because of the varied applications to which the 

batteries are subject. This calis for cióse examination of battery chemistry and 

implementation technology in order to choose the best battery system for a specific 

application. Battery systems are generally categorized based on their end use. 

The amount of energy stored in a battery franslates directly into its bulk and 

therefore weight, which offsets the very essence of the battery being a portable source of 

power. Over the years, many battery chemistries have been investigated for use in 



providing auxiliary power on demand. The most notable amongst them are Nickel 

Cadmium [23], Nickel Metal Hydride [23], Lithium ion [9,23] and the latest Polymer 

batteries. This document will not delve into the individual technologies, but a description 

on the choice of Li-ion battery packs in given in the following chapter. 

Li-ion battery packs can store higher quantities of energy for the same mass when 

compared to other chemistiies. However, the inherent flammable and explosive nahire of 

Li prevents this battery technology from being used in high end applications requiring 

large amounts of power for extended periods of time. Li-ion batteries are available as 

Smart Battery packs. With high energy density and built-in intelligence, this technology 

is well-suited for the current application. Li-ions far outweigh the other technologies in 

terms of higher charge density per unit mass, broader operating temperatiire range, lighter 

weight and lack of need for pack maintenance. These properties are discussed in the 

following chapter and make Li-ion the preferred battery chemistry for this application. 

1.2 Battery Charger and Battery Conditioning 

It is not sufficient to merely attach battery packs to the system. A scheme must be 

developed that will charge and condition the battery packs to get the best possible 

performance from them. A myriad of charger architectures are available at present, but 

none of them can charge and condition an array of smart battery packs as this application 

demands. This led to the development of a hybrid charger architecture, which heavily 

relies on the smart batteries to control charging and discharging limitations. 

Different battery technologies require different charging conditions. For the 

system under design to be very flexible, a charger that is chemistry independent should 

be used. Polymer batteries tend to have nearly the same charging characteristics as their 

lithium ion counterparts, and so chemistry independency of the charger is used to 

facilítate future upgrading of battery packs without having to redesign the entire charging 

system. For charging the battery packs in the system, a charger architecture is required. 

Li-ion batteries are very stringent in their charging profiles. To charge the Li-ion packs in 

the optimal manner, which will guarantee prolonged Ufe for the packs, a charger chip is 



used. The MAX 1667 [1] was chosen as the battery charger chip. The MAX1667 is a 

Level 2 [1,4] charger. Level 2 battery charging is a scheme where the smart battery 

requests charging voltages and currents from the smart battery charger and is discussed in 

tile following chapter. In this case, the battery has control over its own charging 

parameters and Üius will be able to modify the charging pattem to best suit its 

requirements. The MAX 1667 is capable of providing a máximum charging current of up 

to 4A. The charger chip can also communicate with the smart battery that it charges. All 

Communications is done through the System Management Bus. 

1.2.1 System Management Bus 

SMBus (System Management Bus) [4] is a two wire serial bus architecture 

derived by Intel and Duracell from the Î C [4] architecture, originally proposed by 

Phillips. SMBus allows system designers to connect low speed peripherals on a two wire 

bus that enables easy communication between devices. In the current application, the 

SMBus is the only means of communication between devices in the system. The 

MAX1667 is SMBus-compliant, and so is the battery pack selected for this application, 

the NI2020 from Inspired Energy [9]. The NI2020 is a Li-ion Smart Battery pack capable 

of communicating all battery parameters through the SMBus. A list of these battery 

parameters is given in table 1 in the following chapter. 

1.3 Charging Host - Selection and Function 

For the system to be intelligent, a microconfroller should be present. This 

controller will make intelligent decisions based on various inputs. The confroller will 

sense, through its ADC, the power sources that are available to power the system and will 

then direct appropriate power to feed the load. If reliable sources of extemal power are 

not found, then the microcontroller will tap the battery packs to power the system. For 

such intelligent decisions, the microcontroller has to be in regular communication with 

the batteries and also with the charger modules. For this reason, a microconfroller with 

SMBus capabilities is chosen for this application. The microcontroller chosen is the 



Microchip PIC18F452. The PIC microcontroller is characterized by its Î C ports, which 

make it suitable for this application. This microcontroller will have absolute control over 

which battery pack gets charge and which battery pack gets connected to the load, hi 

addition, the microcontroller also monitors general system health, constantly probing the 

battery packs through the SMBus to find out general information that will help it make 

intelligent decisions. 

1.4 Hybrid Charger 

At this stage, the system has a charger chip that charges the battery pack 

associated witii it and also a cenfral microcontroller that decides if any charging should 

take place at all. From this perspective, the system behaves like a Level 3 charger [1,5], 

where the charging and discharging are controUed not by the battery pack but by the 

system host. In this work, it would not be precise to cali the system either a puré Level 3 

or a puré Level 2 charger. This is because, with respect to each battery pack, the charging 

parameters are set and controlled by the pack itself, which is characteristic of Level 2 

charging. However when the system is viewed at a macroscopic level, the PIC 

microconfroller makes the decisión as to which battery pack gets charged or discharged. 

Therefore, it is logical to conclude that the system is a hybrid of both Level 2 and Level 3 

charging schemes and can be called an "intelligent charger module" because of the 

intelligence that resides in the microconfroller. 

1.5 Intelligent Power Module - Integration and System Architecture 

The discussion in the previous sections gives a brief insight into the individual 

components of the intelligent power module for the portable colposcope. The complete 

system layout and architecture borrows its concept from the way PCI cards are interfaced 

to a computer mother board. With four NI2020's in the system, four MAX1667's are 

used to provide charging. Each of these charger chips resides in its own charger board. 

To intégrate all these charger boards together, a mother board is required. The mother 

board serves to connect all the charger boards and the microcontroller together. 



Thus, the complete system has 4 identical charger boards, each of which connects 

to a battery pack on one side and to the mother board on the other side. The mother board 

serves as the main 'routing interconnect' for the charger boards and the microcontroller. 

In the prototype developed, the PIC microcontroller resides in its own sepárate board, 

provided to us by Microchip for programming and product evaluation purposes. This 

board is called PICDEM, and it mates to the motherboard using standard headers. The 

mother board also houses associated circuitry that will help in bus switching (Section 

3.2.2) and also enable switching of the battery packs (Section 3.2.3) in and out of the 

power - load loop. A generic view ofthe system is presented in Fig 1, shown below. 

Battery Packs 

Motherboard 

Automobile Power 

Grid Power 

Figure 1 Generic System Diagram 



1.6 Additional Applications and Future Expansions 

The system that is described above has been designed with the intention of 

powering a portable colposcope. However, if the imaging head and associated imaging 

circuifry are removed, the charger and battery pack system can be used as an auxiliary 

power unit for a wide variety of applications. This system would suit portable military 

communication equipment as the cumulative weight of the system would be less than 

lOlbs, with the bulk ofthe weight coming from the battery packs. In addition to this use, 

the system can be adapted to serve as emergency back up for other mission critical 

equipment. With modifications, the system can be deployed in emergency beacons, and, 

with optimal charge confrol, the system would enable the beacons to be powered for 

much longer periods than existing ones. The chemistry-independent charger can be used 

with polymer batteries as they become available. This would franslate to significant 

savings in weight, with higher energy density. Advanced versions of polymer batteries 

can be molded into the system, thereby further optimizing space and making the system 

more portable. 

The description above gives an overall view ofthe intelligent power module for a 

portable colposcope. The rest of the document will look in-depth into system design 

consfraints, battery choice and battery technology comparisons, charger systems and 

charger selection, system implementation issues and architecture, charger board and 

mother board design consfraints, overview of microcontroller fimctions and conclusions. 



CHAPTER II 

POWER CONSTRAINTS AND BATTERY PACK SOLUTIONS 

The intelligent power module being developed for the portable colposcope is 

intended to work in regions where regulated and reliable power is not guaranteed. For 

this reason, the system will have to incorpórate measures to power itself in the absence of 

any extemal power source. This is in fact the main system design constraint, from which 

arise most other hardware implementation issues. 

2.1 Power Requirements for Colposcope 

Commercially available colposcopes opérate at very high illumination. An office 

colposcope offered by Leica operates at 150W of illumination. It is apparent that for the 

portable unit to opérate in the desired market, such high levéis of illumination will 

drastically increase unit cost and lower unit reliability. Indeed, the recharge requirements 

probably cannot be met within other system consfraints. To counter this, the image 

processing algorithms and illumination sfrategy will have to compénsate for lower light 

levéis and the subsequent increase in shot noise. 40W of illumination is a more realistic 

power level for the portable device. Even with this low power level, generating enough 

auxiliary power for the system to function effectively is a challenge. Let us assume that 

the device is intended to work for 8 hours a day, assuming typical office working hours. 

For the portable colposcope to have enough auxiliary power to meet this requirement, we 

will have to use múltiple batteries. As long as grid or automobile battery power is 

available, we can mn the system from that source. However, when there is grid failure or 

no other source of power is available, we will have to fall back on the battery system. 

2.2 Generic Properties - Li-ion Battery Packs 

Most Li-ion battery packs fit the definition of a Smart Battery. This is a big 

advantage when compared to other battery chemistiies. For the same mass, Li-ions hold 

more charge and they do not have any significant charge leakage. Trickle charging is not 



recommended for Li-ions, and their operating temperature range is slightly broader than 

tiíat seen for NiMH cells. Lighter weight and higher charge capacity are excellent 

featiires to have for a portable power pack. Moreover, if we use smart Li-ion packs, we 

can elicit sfreaming information regarding the battery packs, just by probing them and 

requesting status information. 

Operating batteries at elevated temperatiares will result in performance 

degradation [21]. For batteries, higher temperatiires of operation reduce charge delivery 

and also reduce the life of the cell. Li-ions suffer the same drawbacks, but temperatiare 

induced negative effects are significantly reduced when compared with other battery 

chemistries. There is little which can be done in extemal hardware to improve or alleviate 

temperature effects, oüier than by choosing not to opérate or charge the cell / packs at 

elevated temperatures. Using fans to cool the battery will not suit the current application. 

For the colposcope power module, battery packs will be heavily used only when altérnate 

sources of power are not available. If fans are employed to cool the packs then, there will 

be a significant drop in the time the battery packs can power the system. Heat sinks 

cannot be provided to batteries because, most packs are packaged in polymer, heat 

repellant material, with heat venting made possible only through pack edges. With this 

pack design, any heat sink will not have sufficient contact área to divert heat away from 

the packs. Li-ion smart battery packs, however, have built in temperature sensors that 

prevent charging at elevated temperatures. Such a protection mechanism is ideal for the 

portable power module, as this significantly improves battery life without overloading the 

microcontroller with temperature monitoring responsibility. Moreover, getting accurate 

battery pack temperature measurements might not always be possible if temperature 

sensors are placed outside the battery packs. The Li-ion battery pack sensors are placed at 

sfrategic locations inside the battery pack assembly. They monitor the pack temperature 

and sound an alarm if temperature is too high and charging is attempted. 

With all these positive features, it is justifiable to choose Li-ion batteries for 

powering the system. Higher cost of Li-ions at present is a deterrent, but this is 

outweighed by the other features which the packs provide. The NI2020 [9] Li-ion battery 



pack from Inspired Energy is a typical smart battery suitable for this application. Each 

battery pack is rated at 10.8V and 6.6Ah. The packs are SMBus-compliant and can work 

in either a Level 2 or a Level 3 charging scheme. 

The Level 2 or "smart-battery-controlled" smart battery charger interprets the 

smart battery's critical waming messages, and it operates as an SMBus slave device that 

responds to Charging-Voltage() and Charging-Current() messages [1,9] sent to it by a 

smart battery. The charger is obliged to adjust its output characteristics in direct response 

to the messages it receives from the battery. In Level 2 charging, the smart battery is 

completely responsible for initiating communication and for providing the charging 

algoritiim to the charger. The smart battery is in the best position to tell the smart battery 

charger how it needs to be charged. The charging algorithm in the battery may request a 

static charge condition or may choose to periodically adjust the smart battery charger's 

output to meet its present needs. A Level 2 smart battery charger is tmly chemistry 

independent, and since it is defined as an SMBus slave device only, it is relatively 

inexpensive and easy to implement. 

For powering 40W at 10.8V we need about 3.7A. The NI2020 is rated at 6.6Ah, 

which means each battery can power the load for about 1.7 hours. With four such battery 

packs in the system, it would therefore be possible to mn for roughly 7 hours. With the 

host confroller in the system, if is possible to get accurate charge status information from 

the batteries. Thus, when conventional power sources are available, the microcontroller 

can switch the load to that source and can also use the same source to recharge depleted 

batteries. When altemative sources of power are unavailable, then the microconfroller 

will use the charged packs to mn the entire system. 

2.3 NI2020 Smart Battery System 

The NI2020 battery consists of 9 Lithium Ion rechargeable ceUs of 18650 size, 

assembled in a 3 series / 3 parallel (3S 3P) configuration. Each cell has an average 

voltage of 3.6V and a typical capacity of 2.2Ah, giving the battery pack of 10.8V and 

6.6Ah, typical. 
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The battery is capable of communicating with the host or the charger through the 

System Management Bus (SMBus). The battery is flilly SMBus and SBDS Revisión 1.0-

compliant. The battery is capable of continuous charging at 12.6V, 3A across the entire 

charge temperature range. A dedicated Level 2 or Level 3 smart battery charger is 

15 O 

BatteryStatusO 
bit positions 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Over Charged Alarm 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Termínate Charge Alarm 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Over Temperature Alarm 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Termínate Discharge Alarm 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Remaining Capacity Alaram 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Remaining Time Alarm 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Initialized 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Discharging 

1 0 0 0 0 0 FuUy Charged 

1 0 0 0 0 FuUy Discharged 

Figure 2 Bit Mapping - Battery Statiis 
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required to charge the battery. Using this type of charger, the battery will request 

appropriate charging voltage and current from the smart battery charger. Li-ion battery 

packs tend to follow a constant current, constant voltage (CC-CV) charging regime. 

When a depleted smart battery pack is charged, the smart battery pack will initially 

request a constant current charge. While accepting constant current charge, the pack 

voltage will rise. When the voltage reaches the voltage set point (see section 3.1.2), the 

pack will request constant voltage charge. At this stage, the current flow into the pack is 

\'ery limited. This charging regime is very similar to trickle charge in NiCd cells. The 

battery pack is fiílly charged when the charging current tapers down to 220mA, while 

charging at 12.6V. A BatteryStattis() command will provide information pertaining to the 

State of charge along with certain other conditions. When the battery is flilly charged, the 

FULLYCHARGED bit [5] in BatteryStatiis() will be set. Similariy when the battery is 

discharging, the statiis bits pertaining to discharge will be set. There is also a status bit 

related to the ñilly discharged state. The FULLYDISCHARGED [1,5] bit in 

BatteryStatusO will be set when a parallel-cell-group voltage drops below 2.9V. The bit 

mapping for the BatteryStatusO register is shown in figure 2. 

In addition to charge/discharge status, the BatteryStatusO command can also elicit 

information regarding alarm conditions. The bit positions for these alarm conditions are 

marked alongside corresponding bit pattems and are self-explanatory [4]. 

Unlike other battery chemistries, charge termination in Li-ion batteries is 

generally not controlled by observing temperature changes in the pack. Temperature 

variations at the end of the charge cycle for Li-ion packs are not normally strong enough 

to be used as a fool-proof method for determining charge termination. The intemal 

protective electronics of NI2020 will monitor the current that flows into the pack. When 

current drops to 220mA at 12.6V, then the FULLYCHARGED bit will be set. If any 

parallel-cell-group voltage drops below 2.9V, the FULLYDISCHARGED bit will be 

set. This process gives a better charging and discharging profile and enables better 

utilization of any available charge source in this design. The pack is capable of safe and 
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reliable discharge over -10°C to 50°C. Over this temperatiare range, the pack is capable of 

discharge at tiie rafe of 3A. 

lil 1£ 

IHEíaCKSE : 

-Q RKX-

PROTSCnCNIC 

Via V«2í 
<2C 

FLÍlCitUCI 
OOCE 

SJOC 

J T n DATA 

-Al J TJSESMKrag. 

Figure 3 NI2020 hitemal Architectiire [9] 

Protection is provided for over-charge, over-discharge and short circuit. For 

redundancy, passive safety devices have been integrated into the pack to protect agamst 

over-current and over-temperature as shown in figure 3 [9]. 

The battery has three modes of operation: Active mode, Standby mode and 

Shutdown mode. The pack is in active mode when it detects host or charger activity on 

the SMBus or when it is being charged or discharged. In this mode, the battery consumes 

less than 1.4mA in its intemal circuitry. When no host activity is detected, and there is no 

charging or discharging, then the pack enters Standby mode. In this mode the current 

consumption is less than 220fAA. If the battery voltage drops below 2.4 ± 0.08V per 

parallel cell group, then the pack enters Shutdown mode. In this stage, current 

consumption is less than 1 )LIA. 

Almost all battery parameters [5,9] of interest can be accessed through the 

SMBus. These parameters provide either factual data or predictive data. Tactual data can 
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be measured, such as temperature, pack voltage or charge / discharge current, or it can be 

a battery characteristic, such as the battery's chemistry. Predictive data is calculated, 

based on the battery's present state and the battery's characteristics, such as the battery's 

remaining life at the present rafe of drain. Additionally, since the battery has a clock, 

information can be presented as a roUing average over a fíxed interval. A condensed list 

of battery parameters is shown in Table 1. All battery parameters can be accessed using 

Üie SMBus. This enables the charger and the host to make intelligent decisions regarding 

charging and discharging. 

Function / Parameter 

ManufacturerAccessO 

RemamingCapacityAlarmO 

RemainingTimeAIarm() 

BatteryModeO 

AtRate 

AtRateTimetoFull 

VoItageO 

CurrentO 

ChargingCurrentO 

Charging VoltageO 

Battery Status 

CycIeCountO 

ManufactureDateQ 

SerialNiunberO 

Command code 

0x00 

0x01 

0x02 

0x03 

0x04 

0x05 

0x09 

OxOa 

0x14 

0x15 

0x16 

0x17 

Oxlb 

Oxlc 

Description 

Reserved for manufacturer 

Remaining Capacity Alarm Threshold 

Remaining Time Alarm Threshold 

Battery Operational Modes 

This function is the first half of a two-fimction 
call-set used to set the AtRate valué used in 
calculations made by the AtRateTimeToFuIl(), 
AtRateTimeToEmptyO, and AtRateOKQ 
functions 

Retums the time to full charge at the 
AtRate()value 
Retums battery voltage 

Retums the current being supplied or accepted 
through the battery termináis 
Retums the battery's required charging current 

Retums the battery's charging voltage 

Retums the battery's status word 

Retums the number of charge/discharge cycle 
coimts the battery has encountered 
Retums the date of manufacture of electronics 

Retums the serial number ofthe battery pack 

Table 1- Selected List of Battery Parameters 
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All NI2020 battery packs have the same physical address on SMBus. With four 

such packs in the system, it is would therefore be not possible to share the same SMBus 

line. For this reason, it is not ideal to use one charger chip to charge all four packs. If 

such architecture were chosen, the bus lines would have to be extensively switched to 

connect the pack under charge to the charger chip. This would prevent the 

microcontroller from accessing battery parameters from packs not being charged. 

Moreover, if the same charger chip were used to charge 4 packs, the system would be 

overly dependent on a single charger chip to meet all charging requirements and would 

tend to be less fault-tolerant. To overeóme these problems, charger boards are designed. 

Each of these charger boards are semi-independent Level 2 charger systems. They do not 

have a local microconfroller, to function as a fully independent charger, but they are 

capable of honoring charging requests from the packs associated with them, with the 

consent from a cenfral micro controller. Such an architecture can be called "4 Charger 4 

Pack" or 4C4P configuration. For the portable colposcope, this architecture is the best 

suited. 
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CHAPTER III 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The complete system consists of a motherboard to which charger boards are 

interfaced. This chapter deals with the complete system architectiire and explains why 

this design was chosen over any other. 

3.1 Charger Board Architecture 

The charger board is a dedicated board intended to handle charging ofthe battery 

packs. The MAX1667 and associated components needed for the MAX1667 to function 

effectively are placed on this board. These boards are powered from the mother board 

and are interconnected to it using dedicated headers. This allows each charger board a 

sepárate but mutually exclusive and interchangeable receptacle on the motherboard. 

3.1.1 Four-Charger Four-Pack Configuration (4C4P) 

With four smart batteries in the system, it is preferred to have four dedicated 

charger chips to cater to charging requests from each battery pack. Having four dedicated 

chargers also increases system redundancy, thereby increasing reliability. Using identical 

charger boards on the same system will hold down design and manufacturing expense. 

Each battery pack has 5 termináis. These are battery positive terminal (+), SMBus 

clock terminal (SMC), SMBus data terminal (SMD), thermistor terminal (T) and battery 

negative terminal(-). Each of these termináis connects to unique points on the charger 

board through a dedicated header. With one charger board per pack, it is possible to route 

the charging path from the charger chip direct to the battery positive terminal. Similariy, 

we are able to connect the battery T terminal to the appropriate pin on the charger chip 

and to connect the SMD and SMC lines to appropriate pins on the MAX1667. This 

simplifies the charger board design, as there is then no need to switch high current paths. 

The NI2020 will share the same SMBus line with the MAX1667. However, in this 

segment ofthe bus, there is only one MAX 1667 connected to one NI2020, and so there is 
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no address conflict. The NI2020 can request any charge sequence from the MAX1667, 

and the charger will receive and understand the request, as it sees only one battery pack. 

Similariy, tiie tiiermistor line from the pack gives a temperatiire-related waming. Based 

on the input from this terminal, the MAX 1667 is able to decide whether to go ahead with 

charging or to suspend charging operations until the temperatiire falls to a suitable level. 

The biggest advantage of 4C4P is that there is no switching of high current paths. 

The N12020 allows a charging current of up to 3A. If one charger were to be used, we 

would be forced to switch Üie charge-current path between four different battery packs. 

This is not an ideal solution, considering safety and board layout issues. On the other 

hand, when one MAX 1667 sees one NI2020, there is no switching of high current path. 

The same charge line can be used for discharge also, because during battery discharge, 

the MAX 1667 is idle. The discharge path can be routed through the mother board, where 

we have an effective switching mechanism under the control of the PIC microcontroller 

to decide which battery pack feeds the load. Another advantage of 4C4P configuration is 

that, if sufficient power is available for mnning the load and if grid supply is strong, we 

can charge múltiple battery packs at the same time. This would be impossible if we were 

to use only one MAX 1667. 

In this application, the microconfroller has to oversee the functioning of four 

charger boards and charging / discharging of four battery packs. In addition to these 

critical functions, the microcontroller also has to be aware ofthe available power sources 

and should be in a position to decide which power source to choose to power the load or 

to charge the batteries. If a microcontroller were to be placed on each charger board, 

observing available sources of power would be unnecessarily complicated. If the 

microconfroller were to be placed on any one charger board it would be difficult to 

design the system to accommodate monitoring other battery packs,. More than that, if the 

microcontroller were to be placed on the charger board, getting power to the 

microcontroller would be a complicated procedure, considering different input sources of 

power. For these reasons the microcontroller is interfaced with the mother board. 
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The charger boards are connected to the mother board using header-socket 

assembly. Of tíie signáis that are connected to the mother board, the most important ones 

are SMC, SMD and power for the charger board. The SMC and SMD lines from the 

charger board must connect with the micro controller. However there are four charger 

boards mating witii the mother board. Each of these charger boards requires one SMC 

line and one SMD line to the mother board. Therefore, switching mechanisms for the 

SMBus lines must be developed so that Üie microcontroller can be connected to any of 

the boards through the SMBus as desired. 

3.1.2 Charger Board Description 

The charger board is the main flinctional unit in the system. The MAX1667 

provides the power confrol necessary to charge batteries of any chemistry. All charging 

functions are confrolled through the System Management Bus (SMBus) interface. In 

addition to the feature set required for a Level 2 charger, the MAX 1667 generates 

interrupts to signal the host when power is applied to the charger or when a battery is 

installed or removed. Additional status bits allow the host to check whether the charger 

has enough input voltage and whether the voltage on or current into the battery is being 

regulated. This allows the host to determine when Li-ion (Li+) batteries have completed 

the charge without interrogating the battery. In the current application, this 'termination 

of charge' notification gives altérnate means to find out if the battery pack is completely 

charged, without having to access the battery through the SMBus. 

The MAX1667 operates over a wide input voltage range, from 7VDC to 28VDC. 

This is ideal for the current application, where grid supply will be presented to the 

charger as 15V DC when available. Automobile power outiet will be fed to the 

MAX1667 at 12V DC. The MAX1667 contains both a voltage regulation loop and a 

current-regulation loop. Both loops opérate independentiy of each other. The voltage-

regulation loop monitors the BATT pin in MAX 1667 to ensure that its voltage never 

exceeds the voltage set point (Vo). The current-regulation loop monitors current delivered 

to BATT pin to ensure that it never exceeds the current-limit set point (lo). The current-
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regulation loop is in confrol as long as BATT voltage is below VQ. When the BATT pin 

voltage reaches VQ, the current loop no longer regúlales, and the voltage-regulation loop 

takes over. The MAX 1667 voltage and current limit are set vía the SMBus serial 

interface. The MAX 1667 logic interprets the serial-data stream from the SMBus interface 

to set intemal digital-to-analog converters (DACs) appropriately. The power-on-reset 

valúes for VQ and lo are 18.4V and 7mA, respectively. 

The MAX 1667 analog section consists of a current mode pulse-width-modulated 

(PWM) confroller and two transconductance error amplifiers—one for regulating current 

and the other for regulating voltage. The device uses DACs to set the current and voltage 

level, which are confrolled vía the SMBus interface. Because sepárate amplifiers are used 

for voltage and current confrol, both control loops can be compensated separately for 

optimum stability and response in each state. 

Voltage regulation loop 

Current regulation loop 

BATT 

—I 

Switching 
MOSFETS 

Infernal PWM 
controller 

Dc-dc conversión 

Figure 4 Block Diagram of MAX 1667 Charge Confrol Subsystems 
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Whether the MAX 1667 is controlling tíie voltage or current at any time depends 

on the battery's state. If the battery has been discharged, the MAX1667's output reaches 

tile current-regulation limit before the voltage limit, causing the system to regúlate 

current. During battery charging, the pack voltage rises until the voltage limit is reached, 

and the charger switches to regulating voltage. The transition from current to voltage 

regulation is done by the charger and need not be controlled by the host. The voltage 

levéis are confrolled by an intemal Pulse Width Modulator DC-DC controller in the 

MAX1667. This confroller drives two extemal N-MOS transistors which switch the 

voltage from the input source. The switched voltage is fed to an inductor which fílters it 

and delivers the voltage to the battery pack under charge. The intemal PWM controller 

sets the pulse width to give the required voltage or current to the battery pack. 

BATT voltage 

Vo 

2.4V/parallel 
cell group 

/\ 

lo = Current limit set point 
Vo = Voltage set point 

Average Current 

220[iA 

Figure 5 Output V-I characteristics of MAX1667 [1] 

At heavy loads, the PWM confroller mns at constant frequency and modulates the 

duty cycle to give required current or voltage to the battery packs. At lighter loads, the 

PWM controller in the MAX1667 does not provide switching control. The direct current 
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through the inductor at this stage is not enough to prevent negative current flow through 

Üie synchronous rectifiers consisting of the n-MOS transistors. For this reason a sense 

resistor is used. The Rsense resistor monitors current flow, and when it is found to be 

negative, the MAX 1667 switches off the rectifíer to prevent damage. The input-output 

characteristics ofthe MAX1667 as seen at the BATT terminal is shown in figure 5. 

Figure 5 [1] clearly explains the constant current - constant voltage charging 

regime. When the battery pack is depleted and is accepting charge, the output current 

from the MAX 1667 is held constant till VQ is reached. This point is called the voltage set 

point. Beyond Vowhen charging is continued, the MAX 1667 provides a constant voltage. 

This constant voltage provides the final top off charge required for the Li-ion pack to 

complete tiie charge and tíie for FULLYCHARGED [4,9] bit to be set. 

3.2 Schematic Descriptions 

The system design was done using the Cadenee suite of computer aided design 

products. Circuit schematics are generated using Capture CIS and are prepared for import 

to Layout, where board design in performed. This section delves into the schematic 

explanation for the charger boards. Due to unconventional page sizes, the schematic is 

not shown here for reference. However, the complete schematic can be found in the 

enclosed CD-ROM, in files Usted in Appendix C. The actual schematic files can be 

opened and viewed if the Cadenee Suite of products is installed in the viewing system. In 

addition to these files, a .PDF versión of the schematic can also be viewed from the CD 

as directed by files ñames Usted in Appendix C. 

3.2.1 Schematic Description - Charger Board 

The charger board, as described previously, houses the most critical charging 

components. For this reason, its design is more complicated and sensitive to component 

position and orientation, when compared to tiie mother board. The MAX 1667 functions 

as a switching charger. Therefore, strict control over components and proper placement 

of them on the board are necessary for effective performance ofthe design. 
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Figure 6 Block Diagram - Charger Board 

Power is fed to the charger board using connector pin Jl-1. This pin is connected 

to power sources, which in tum feed power to the entire system through the mother 

board. The mother board circuit chooses from an array of available power sources and 

conditions the power before feeding it to the charger board. The input power is filtered 

and regulated using a Schottky diode (D3), which prevents inadvertent reverse polarity 

for the incoming power. 

Jl 

Figure 7 Jl Pin Out Diagram 

The connector Jl also has termináis for SMC (Jl-3) and SMD (Jl-2), which act as 

the link for the SMBus to the mother board. The INT pin from the MAX1667 is 

connected to the mother board through Jl-4. For the entire system to fiínction reliably, a 

common ground is required. For this reason, Jl-5 is assigned to ground on tiie charger 
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board, and it comiects to ground on the mother board. The SMBus requires a pulí up 

resistor to +5V. It is not optimal to genérate +5V locally on each charger board, and so 

Jl-6 is comiected to +5V, generated on the mother board. Jl-7 serves as the main 

discharge path for the battery packs to the mother board and eventiíally to the load. The 

battery positive terminal is connected to Jl-7 through a Schottky diode (D5). This enables 

tíie motiier board to 'choose' from different available sources of power. Details regarding 

Üiis selection process are provided in Section 3.2.3. The Jl pin out is shown in the figure 

7. 

The battery pack mates to the charger board through connector J2. J2 is a 10 pin 

connector on the board with only 5 unique signáis. This design provides mechanical 

sfrengtii for the assembly when a heavy battery is connected to J2. It also allows high 

currents to be split tiirough two pins. The 5 unique signáis are connected to battery 

positive (+), SMBus clock (SMC), SMBus Data (SMD), Thermistor (T) and battery 

negative (-) termináis. The battery positive terminal, J2-1 connects to the high current 

path from the inductor Ll. This path also has a sense resistor Rl, whose fianction is 

explained in section 3.1.2. The n-MOS transistors which form the core ofthe switching 

system are connected to the high side and low side switching pins ofthe MAX 1667 and 

are also fed direcfly from Jl-1. This allows them to switch the incoming power and feed 

it to the battery positive terminal for charging, based on switching control from the 

MAX1667. R3 and R4 form a resistive divider to connect the thermistor terminal to the 

MAX1667. 

For the switching circuit to work correctiy, there must be a solid connection to a 

ground plañe. However, with substantial switching activity, this ground plañe for the 

switcher tends to float a little. If other circuit elements are connected to the same ground, 

that could result in unreliable performance. Ground requirements for switching circuitry 

are a layout-sensitive feature. It is advisable to connect the grounds of all switching 

components together and then sink that to the main ground of the entire circuit through 

one common point. This calis for splitting the netlist for the ground plañe. A dedicated 

dummy resistor R-Gnd is used is used for this purpose. R-Gnd connects all the switcher 
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grounds together. R-Gnd is a zero ohm Üirough-hole resistor, there by making it a direct 

connection. By using this scheme, it is possible to have two ground nets for the same 

circuit, which otherwise would be difficult. One end of R-Gnd connects to ground while 

tile other end connects to the grounding point for the switching components. When a 

component is placed in a path, Captiire splits the net at that point and creates two 

different nets. Thus we have two nets for the ground plañe. This makes it possible to have 

a quasi-ground plañe on the TOP layer of the charger board as requested in the 

MAX 1667 datasheet [1]. This scheme also allows other components like C2 and C3 on 

tile charger board to connect to the main ground effortlessly, thereby obtaining a reliable 

ground. 

Component selection for the charger board follows from guidelines prescribed in 

the MAX 1667 datasheet [1]. The complete list of components for the charger board is 

presented in Appendix C. Their data sheets and associated files can be found in the 

enclosed CD-ROM. 

3.2 Mother Board Architecture 

The mother board is the main interconnection center for the charger boards and 

microconfroller. It integrates the whole system and also performs functions that otherwise 

would be hard to relégate to a specific charger board. 

In this work, the mother board does not contain the PIC microcontroller. The 

mother board just interfaces to a PIC microconfroller demo board, the PICDEM 2 PLUS 

board. This scheme allows the PIC board to be programmed independentiy and even be 

useable for other applications in addition to this one. For prototype testing, this 

arrangement also facilitates easy disassembly of individual boards for debugging 

applications. The mother board block diagram is shown in figure 8. 

The mother board serves the following main functions: 

• Interconnect charger boards to each other and to the microcontroller 

• Interconnect the microconfroller to the rest ofthe system 

• Provide intelligent choice of input power to the whole system 
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• Provide intelligent choice of output power to the load 

These functions are described in the following sections. 
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Figure 8 Mother Board Block Diagram 

3.2.1 Charger Board Interconnection 

The mother board acts as the base where all charger boards reside, as shown in 

Fig 1. All charger boards must be fed with power for charging the battery packs 

comiected to them, and they also must be provided with a discharge path to the load. This 

is done through the mother board. In addition to charging and discharging paths, the 

mother board also routes SMBus signáis from the individual charger boards to 
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appropriate pins at the microcontroller. Moreover, each charger board also produces an 

intermpt line, which originates at the MAX1667. These intermpt lines signal the host 

when a pack is connected to or disconnected from the charger board. The charger board 

ground is connected to the primary ground on the mother board, so that the entire system 

has one common ground. This is achieved at the mother board, where grounds from all 

Üie four charger boards and tiie ground from the PICDEM board are connected to the 

mother board ground. The battery discharge paths are connected to the load switching 

mechanism at the mother board. This architecture allows the charger boards to be 

dedicated chargers and to be exact duplicates of each other. 

3.2.2 Microconfroller Interconnection and Bus Switching 

The PIC18F452 microconfroller resides in a demo board, called the PICDEM 2 

PLUS board. The PICDEM board is a fully functional and independent unit which can be 

used to program the entire PIC18XXX family of products. This board is connected to the 

mother board in such a way that the PICDEM board can be easily removed from the 

system and programmed independentiy. In the final revisión of the system, beyond 

prototype stage, it will be necessary to intégrate the PIC microcontroller to the mother 

board directly. This is beyond the scope ofthe current work. 

The PIC microcontroller can be accessed through different ports on the PICDEM 

board. These ports give free access to all I/O pins and also specialized pins on the 

microcontroller. To connect the PICDEM board to the mother board, these ports are used. 

The mother board is so designed that the PICDEM board will rest on the mother board 

headers and sockets to connect to the appropriate ports. This connection is described in 

detall in Section 3.2.2. With four battery packs and four charger boards in the system, we 

have a total of 8 SMBus lines arriving at the mother board. The SMBus is a two wire 

serial interface, and so the microcontroller requires only two programmable pins for this 

use. To overeóme this hurdle, an analog switch is used to multiplex tiie 4 SMC lines and 

4 SMD lines from the chargers into 1 SMC line and 1 SMD line, respectively, which are 
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then fed to the microcontroller. The analog switch chosen for this application is the 

ADG728 [3]. 

SO 
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m 
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Shift register in ADG 728 accessed 
through SMBus 

Figure 9 ADG728 Intemal Block Diagram and Confrol Register 

The ADG728 is a CMOS, low voltage, 2-Wire, serially-confrolled matrix switch. The 

switching can be controlled through the SMBus by writing specific valúes to the 

ADG728 control register shown in figure 8. Depending on the valúes in the register, the 

state ofthe matrix switches will change, thereby connecting one or more input lines to the 

output. Such a matrix switch is ideal for the current application, where two 'bundles' of 

signáis have to be connected to one common point, the PIC microcontroller. 

The SMD lines from all charger boards are connected to one switch called the 

Data switch. Similariy, the SMC lines are connected to another ADG728 called the Clock 

switch. Each ADG728 can be assigned different addresses, and so placing two of them on 

the mother board will not result in address conflict. The bundled outputs of these clock 

and data switches are connected to the appropriate ports in the PICDEM board through 

dedicated headers. 
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3.2.3 Uitelligent Power Source Selection and Pack Switching 

The portable colposcope should accept extemal power from two different sources 

- grid and automotive DC outlet. This will allow the system to function and charge when 

grid is available and also charge through a vehicle adapter when grid is not available. 

From a system standpoint, it is advisable to have one connection to the grid and another 

connection to the vehicle power outlet. With the PICDEM board being pre-designed to 

derive power from its own power supply, it is necessary to have appropriate voltages 

generated on the mother board to feed the PICDEM board. This is achieved using linear 

regulators and is described in the schematic description for the mother boards (Section 

3.3). 

The system must be functional when neither grid ñor vehicle power is available. 

This is achieved by drawing power from the battery packs. While powering the load from 

a pack, a pack's charge state gets depleted quickly in about an hour and half, and the 

system will have to switch to another pack for continuous functioning. For this reason, 

the mother board has an active switching mechanism placed in the discharge path ofthe 

battery packs. The switching is under direct control of the microconfroller and is 

implemented using FETs with very low ON resistance. 

With múltiple sources of power, the next concem is to develop a scheme whereby 

tíie mother board can select the sfrongest source of power even when the microcontroller 

is powered down or is in reset. The simplest method of doing this is by having fast 

switching Schottky diodes in the path of incoming power. With this arrangement, the 

'sfrongest' power source will ttim the diode in its path "more ON" than tiie other sources 

of power; effectively reverse biasing the other diodes. Such an implementation will 

effectively isolate all other sources of power from connecting to the system when grid 

supply is available. This concept is shown in figure 10. 
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Figure 10 Intelligent Power Source Selection 

In the figure shown, grid and automobile power are shown to be routed through 

dedicated Schottky diodes. The Schottky diodes for each of the battery packs are 

mounted on the charger boards. The charger boards are connected through a FET bank, 

which aids in load switching as discussed in section 3.2.4. These FET banks act as 

switches and are so designed to be closed when the microconfroller is not driving them. 

Being tmly passive, this arrangement will work correctiy even when the microcontroller 

is powered off or is in reset. This will be the case when the system is initially powered 

ON. If the system were connected to the grid, then the grid voltage would be presented to 

the mother board as 15V DC. All other sources of power, including vehicle power, would 

be below 15V and so would not tiim ON the Schottky diodes associated with them. Thus 

the system would receive power from the grid. During operation, if grid power were lost, 

then the battery pack with the highest pack voltage would power the system, as it would 

tiom ON the Schottky diode in its path, reverse biasing the otiiers. 
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3.2.4 fritelligent Load Switching 

To power the load, the mother board has a choice of grid, automobile power and 

four battery packs. The automobile power inlet can be used for powering the load, but 

care would have to be exercised to prevent depletion ofthe vehicle battery if the engine is 

not mnning. When grid is available, it should be used to power the load and to charge the 

packs, depending on how strong and reliable the grid voltages are. If grid is not available 

and if the load has to be powered, then the battery packs should be 'switched in' without 
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Figure 11 Mother Board Load Swtiching Mechanism 

having to physically connect a battery to the system. This process is accomplished in the 

mother board. 

For the grid supply, the same input path through Schottky diodes is used to power 

the load. The battery packs, on the other hand, also route through their Schottky diodes 

but are then fed through a switching mechanism under the control ofthe microconfroller. 

These switches are designed using FETs and are biased in such a way that when the PIC 
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is in reset, the switches are ON, thereby connecting all the battery packs to one common 

point, where grid power line, automotive power line and battery pack power line meet 

(Section 3.3). When connecting to the load, there is another switching mechanism, also 

confrolled by the microcontroller, which can completely shut off power to the load. This 

is needed, because in tiie event that grid is not available and none ofthe packs can power 

Üie load effectively, there should be an elegant way to shut down the system, with 

sufficient notice given to the image processing circuitry. The switching mechanism for 

tiiis is also implemented using FETs, but in this case, when the PIC is in reset, the 

switches are in the OFF position. There must be an explicit drive signal from the PIC 

microconfroller to keep this switch in the ON state. 

With this architecture, the mother board is able to provide a médium for the PIC 

microconfroller to have absolute and fínal control over the entire system. For safe and 

efficient operation, this arrangement is required. 

3.3 Schematic Description - Mother Board 

Functionally, the mother board schematic is simpler than the charger board. This 

is because the primary function of the mother board is to just act as an interconnection 

point for all the charger boards and the PICDEM board. However, bootstrapping the 

system has to be performed at this level, and so there are many switching modules in the 

schematic. These modules mimic the functioning of a simple switch and are therefore not 

complicated in design, unlike the switchers in the charger boards. 

The charger boards interconnect to the mother board using header-receptacle 

assembly. This allows for easy dismantíing ofthe charger boards for debugging. Each of 

the receptacles placed on the mother board can be mapped one to one to another 

receptacle on the mother board, because all the incoming pins from the charger board 

header are the same. These are marked as Jl-Al, JI-Bl, Jl-Cl and Jl-Dl respectively. 

For the same reasons mentioned in the charger board schematic discussion, the mother 

board schematic will not be shown here, but it can be referenced from files shown in 

Appendix C. 
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The mother board contains mechanical connectors in addition to other passive 

components. Grid supply voltages vary from 1 lOVAC to 240VAC across the worid. For 

the colposcope to be tmly portable, it should be able to accept this universal range of 

power from the grid. Grid voltage is reduced to 15VDC using a switched mode power 

supply from Globtek. The Globtek power converter provides a regulated 15VDC for 

inputs varying from 1 lOVAC to 240VAC. The regulated DC power is fed to the mother 

board through connector JRl. Automotive power is brought to the board through the JPl 

connector. For the system to work effectively, it is necessary for the PIC microcontroller 

to know how sfrong and reliable both these input sources are. Therefore, the incoming 

power from the grid and automobile are further stepped down to about 5V through a 

resistive divider network and presented to the ADC in the microcontroller vía J2. 

The SMBus requires a pulí up resistor to +5V. This has to be provided to the 

SMBus segment in the mother board and also the charger boards. In addition to this, +5V 

is also the VDD voltage required for the clock and data switches (ADG728). To genérate 

this voltage locally, a linear regulator LM2940-5 (Ul) is used. Ul requires dedicated 

bypass capacitors on its input and filter capacitors at the output. These requirements are 

met by CI, C2 and C3. C2 and C3 are tantalum capacitors characterized by low ESR. By 

using two similar capacitors in parallel, any ESR changes in one due to capacitor 

deterioration can be compensated with the other, thereby giving well-regulated output 

voltages. U2 is another linear regulator, which generates 9VDC. The 9VDC is required to 

power the PICDEM board. The output of U2 is fíltered through C5 and C6 and is routed 

to the PICDEM board through connector JP2. C7 is by far the largest component on the 

mother board. At 1000|iF and 50V, it serves as the main charge storage capacitor to the 

whole system. 

The mother board multiplexes the SMC and SMD lines coming from the charger 

boards. The charger boards interconnect with the mother board through the receptacles 

Jl-Al, Jl-Bl, Jl-Cl and Jl-Dl. AU SMC lines from these receptacles are routed to the 

clock switch U3. U3 and U4 are ADG728s, and they can be hard-wired with two 

different addresses. This allows two of these similar devices to be connected on the same 
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bus. For the clock switch U3, the two address determining pins, AO and Al are connected 

to ground. In the case of Üie data switch U4, AO and Al, are connected to VDD. U3 and 

U4 have their own dedicated bypass capacitors C8 and C9, respectively. The RESET 

(active low) pins of these switches are not used in this application and are therefore 

connected to VDD. The SMBus lines that origínate from the charger boards all connect to 

the source termináis of FETs intemal to the ADG728s. The common drain terminal, 

which therefore becomes the multiplexed pin, is connected to Port C of the 

microconfroller through header J4. FNT lines coming from each charger board are not 

routed individually. The INT line is activated primarily when a battery pack is connected 

to or removed from the charger board. This is an event which will not happen frequently, 

and so connecting each intermpt line to a specific VO pin in the microcontroller would 

result in waste of microconfroller pins. All INT lines are therefore tied together and 

pulled up to +5V through R3 before connecting to the microcontroller through header J3. 

It is necessary for the microcontroller to have absolute control over which pack 

connects to the load when the system is mnning from battery pack power. For this 

reason, there must be a switching mechanism on the mother board. The bank of FETs Q3 

through QIO does this specific job in conjunction with their biasing resistors. hi pairs, 

these FETs act as switches which are in the ON stage when the microcontroller is in reset 

or when the system is powered down. This arrangement is cmcial for proper 

bootsfrapping and is explained in detall here. Since the same circuit arrangement is 

repeated for each charger board, this explanation discusses only how the battery pack 

connected to charger board 1 and interfaced to Jl-Al is enabled for bootsfrapping. 

The V+ terminal from the Jl-Al receptacle connects to the source of Q3. Q3 is a 

p-MOS transistor (IRF7210), with very low ON resistance. Q4 on the other hand is an n-

channel MOS transistor (IRF3708), characterized by very low ON resistance and also 

low Vos- The V+ line from Jl-Al connects to the source of Q3 and drain of Q4. The 

resistive divider bias for Q4 provides roughly 4V at the gate of Q3 when it is not driven 

by the microcontroller through the Gate_Drvl line. This voltage is enough to tiim Q3 

ON. When Q3 is ON, the gate of Q4 is pulled to ground. When this happens, the battery 
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voltage (10.8V), appearing at the source of Q4, will tiim Q4 ON. This will allow the 

battery pack plugged in to the charger board residing at Jl-Al to power the system. When 

neitiier grid ñor automotive power is available, this design will allow the system to 

bootsfrap, provided at least one ofthe battery packs is charged. The remaining FET pairs 

also behave in tiie same way and are therefore not explained in detailed here. The 

Gate_Drv lines are connected to the microcontroller Port D through J5. 

There is another switching mechanism, also controlled by the microcontroller, on 

tile load side. This switch is in the OFF state unless it is driven by the microcontroller and 

is implemented using two IRF3708s (Ql and Q2). Power source lines, either from grid, 

automobile or battery packs connect to drain of Ql. The resistive divider bias for Q2 

ensures tiíat it is tumed ON when it is not driven by the microcontroller. This will in tum 

pulí down tile drain of Ql, which is connected to the gate of Q2. With VGS for Q2 now 

cióse to zero, Q2 remains in the off state, thus isolating the load from the system. When 

the microconfroller drives the gate of Q2 thorough Gate_Drv5, Q2 will tum OFF, and this 

will result in Ql tuming ON, thus connecting the load to the power supply lines. 

The mother board should also enable grounds from all boards attached to it to 

meet at one common point. It is for this reason that all grounds from the charger boards 

are connected to the mother board ground through their respective header. The ground 

from the PICDEM board is connected to the mother board ground through J6. J6 is 

chosen for this application because the PICDEM board sits on the mother board and 

provides some layout benefits. This is described in detall in the ensuing chapter. 

The block diagram in figure 12 gives a complete summary of the mother board 

and charger board interconnection. The host confroller shown in the block diagram 

personifies the complete PICDEM board. Similariy, the charge source selector refers to 

the Schottky diodes placed on each charger board or in the input power paths. CBl 

through CB4 are the charger boards that will interface with the motiier board. 
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Figure 12 Functional Block Diagram - Mother Board 

The battery selector block symbolizes the switching mechanism developed using 

FETs and all other associated components. Grid and automobile power connections are 

fed to the charge selector block. The charge source selector also distributes power to the 

charger boards. The load switch symbolizes the MOSFET arrangements, under the 

control of the microcontroller, which enable the load to be completely isolated from the 

rest of the system. All intermpt lines are tied together as shown in the schematic and 
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routed to the PICDEM board. The sense lines depicted in the diagram provide input to the 

analog to digital converter on the microcontroller. The SMBus is shown using double 

lines, and the high current paths from the charger boards are shown using heavy solid 

Unes. 
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CHAPTERIV 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD DESIGN AND LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS 

Captiire CIS allows defining a circuit and generating circuit diagrams. The CAD 

tool used to genérate printed circuit boards in the Oread Suite is called Layout. Captiire 

CIS and Layout, though in the same suite of CAD products, serve two completely 

different objectives. With schematics in hand, the next step in developing the portable 

colposcope is to make actiial printed circuit boards based on schematics. This part ofthe 

work is done is two stages - design and fabricate the charger boards and then repeat for 

the mother board. 

Making a board in Oread Layout is a multistage process in itself The key steps 

involved are: 

• Genérate a viable schematic and filter properties for Layout 

• Associate each component with its unique footprint, either from existing 

footprints in Layout library, or by creating custom footprints 

• Genérate the netlist 

• Genérate a témplate file, which decides the fundamental characteristics of 

the board being designed 

• Associate the netlist to Layout, based on consfraints ofthe témplate file 

• Place components selectively and route board to finish 

• Fix errors and mn post processing tools 

Netlist generation and footprint association are tasks performed within Capture 

CIS. Once the 'logical' components are identified and they are connected in the required 

manner in the schematic, a netlist can be generated. The netlist file is an ASCII file 

describing the components and how they are connected, fíltered with properties specific 

to Layout. The filtered properties are mainly footprint, reference designators and package 

identífíers. Footprints defíne the behavior of the part on the board surface, reference 

designators give meaningful and sequentially numbered ñames for similar parts and 
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package identífíers provide information persistent to assembling the board. This filtering 

allows Layout to accurately determine the natiire and connections to a specifíc 

component while the board is being created. 

4.1 Footprint Generation 

Footprints for specifíc components and parts are often not readily available. hi the 

case of designs with a large number of mechanical components, it is often necessary to 

genérate custom footprints based on mechanical drawings. Even though the Layout 

footprint libraries support and carry a multitude of footprints for most commonly used 

components and parts, some footprints had to be made and others had to be modifíed to 

mate correctiy with the corresponding parts on the board. This applies to the MAX1667, 

which at the time of this work was readily available only in TSSOP package. Connectors 

that mate with the battery packs on the charger boards also didn't have predefined 

footprints in the libraries. The same applies to the vehicle power connector on the mother 

board and also footprints for some FETs that were available in SO-8 packages. 

Layout facilitates easy library creation and management. Using the Library 

Manager, libraries were created for this work. These can be found in the appropriate 

folders in the enclosed CD-ROM. The fíle ñames and descriptions are provided in 

Appendix C. For packages like TSSOP, Layout provides a pad array generator to créate 

the pads. Spacing and other dimensions associated with a pad can be directly input to the 

pad array generator, and a pad grid is generated by Layout. Once such a pattem is 

available, one has to mark the package outiine and also define keep-out zones. Keep-out 

zones or 'place outlines' prevent other parts from bumping into the part under creation 

during component placement. 

Each pad for a component is defined by a collection of valúes, distributed over all 

possible layers a board can have. When creating a custom pad or footprint, it is very easy 

to overiook these layers, because at this stage of design many of these layers aren't 

applied. All the inner layers and layers associated with surface mount parts are cmcial 

only at the routing stage ofthe design. While creating libraries and custom footprints, all 
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required layers in the padstack were either defined or edited to enable proper footprint 
properties on the board. 

4.2 Board Layers and Templates 

Component layout is very sensitive for the charger boards, which are essentially 

switching power supplies. The ftinctions in the motherboard are not as component layout-

specific as the charger boards. Boards designed for fabrication can be designed with 

fabrication consfraints included into the design. Oread Layout allows design of boards 

witii featiire sizes in the range of a few mils. Such a fine pitch layout, though desirable 

for tíie charger boards, are not performed due to fabrication cost limitations. For this 

work, Sierra Proto Express was identified as the preferred fabrication partner. Thefr 

fabrication consfraints are the main limitations in the board layout. The key consfraints 

are Usted below. 

• Mínimum hole / drill size is 15 mils 

• Máximum plated hole size is 246 mils 

• Máximum non plated hole size is 199 mils 

• Mínimum copper to copper spacing is 6 mils 

• Mínimum copper pour obstacle thickness is 10 mils 

• Board thickness is 62 mils 

• Maximumnumberof layers is four 

• No intemal routing, blind vías, cuts or slots on the board 

• Máximum board área is 85 square inches 

Of these consfraints, 15 mil hole size as mínimum is adopted for vías. Vías are used to 

interconnect traces from different layers and also to connect surface mount pads to their 

respective planes. With the available choice of a máximum of four layers, it was 

advisable to genérate a four layer board. The mother board comes cióse to 85 square 

inches in área, mainly because of the dimensions of the PICDEM board, which will 

reside on top ofit. 
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• Layer 1 TOP 

• Layer 2 GND 

• Layer 3 PWR 

• Layer 4 BOTTOM 

With these consfraints in mind, témplate files were created. The témplate files for 

both the mother board and the charger board for this work are the same. The board 

dimensions for the mother board and charger boards are vastly different. The charger 

board should be as small as possible, and all components have to be as physically cióse as 

practical. This is described in detall in Section 4.3. The témplate fíle generated for this 

work is called Thermaltemplate.tch. This fíle is placed along with other critical board 

fíles and can be accessed from the CD-ROM as referenced in Appendix C. 

The témplate file defines a four layer board. For the charger board the layer 

architecture is shown below: 

- TOP layer (Component Side) 

Ground Plañe 

- Power Plañe 

- BOTTOM layer (Solder Side) 

Ul addition to these layers, the following layers are also enabled in the témplate file for 

tiie charger board. These layers are cmcial for board fabrication, routing and assembly. 

- Surface Mount TOP Layer 

- Surface Mount BOTTOM Layer 

- Solder Paste TOP Layer 

- Solder Paste BOTTOM Layer 

- Silk Screen TOP 

- Silk Screen BOTTOM 

- Assembly TOP 

- Assembly BOTTOM 

- Drill chart 

- Drill Drawing 

In the charger board, both the TOP and BOTTOM layers are used for component 

placement. A sample padstack for the defanlt via used in charger board is shown here for 

reference. 

SMT 

SMB 

SPT 

SPB 

SST 

SSB 

AST 

ASB 

DRL 

DRDWG 
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Padstack 

or Layer Ñame 

VIAl 

TOP 

BOT 

GROUND 

POWER 

INNER 1 

INNER 2 

INNER 3 

INNER4 

INNER5 

INNER6 

INNER7 

INNER8 

INNER9 

INNERIO 

INNERll 

INNER12 

SMTOP 

SMBOT 

SPTOP 

SPBOT 

SSTOP 

SSBOT 

ASYTOP 

DRLDWG 

DRLL 

Pad 

Shape 

Round 

Round 

Round 

Round 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Round 

Round 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Undefined 

Round 

Round 

Pad 

Width 

36.5 

36.5 

51.5 

51.5 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

41.5 

41.5 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

15 

15 

Pad 

Height 

36.5 

36.5 

51.5 

51.5 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

41.5 

41.5 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

15 

15 

Table 2 Sample Padstack for VIAl (Default via) in Charger Board 

The layer architecture for the mother board is also similar to that of the charger 

board. This is shown below: 

• Layer 1 TOP - TOP layer (Component Side) 
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• Layer 2 GND - Ground Plañe 

• Layer 3 PWR - +5V Power Plañe 

• Layer 4 BOTTOM - BOTTOM layer (Solder Side) 

The mother board has components exclusively on the TOP side. The BOTTOM side is 

used as a routing layer for fraces. For this reason, some of the layers defined for the 

charger boards are not required in the mother board témplate file and are therefore 

eliminated. The supplemental layer architectiire for the mother board is shown below: 

SMT Surface Mount TOP Layer 

SPT - Solder Paste TOP Layer 

SST - Silk Screen TOP 

AST - Assembly TOP 

DRL - Drill chart 

DRDWG - Drill Drawing 

With this layer arrangement, it is worth noting that all additional references to the 

BOTTOM layer are eliminated. This is because there are no components placed on the 

BOTTOM layer of the mother board and henceforth there is no reason to define a solder 

paste or silkscreen for that layer. The padstack arrangement for VIAl in the mother board 

follows from the same témplate used in the charger board and so is not presented here. 

The témplate file for the charger board also defines a board outiine for the final 

board. This is a parameter defined in the GLOBAL layer, which implies that properties 

defined on a global scale will percolate through all layers. The board outiine once defined 

can be altered until the board is fínalized. For this reason, tiie outiine defíned in this step 

is much larger than would normally be required. For connection to the plañe layers, 

thermal reliefs must be defíned. Layout gives the option of using either a small tiiermal 

relief or a large thermal relief Thermals are used primarily to dissipate heat through the 

layer when the component is being soldered, but in the case of a multilayer board, the 

same thermal reliefs are used to 'flash' a pin or connection to any particular layer. Since 

large currents are involved, large thermal reliefs are used in this work and are enabled in 

the témplate fíle. For surface mount components which connect to a copper región or 
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pour on either tiie TOP or BOTTOM layer, it is necessary to edit the padstack of that 

particular component and then specify 'large thermal reliefs'. A large thermal on a pad 

connecting to a copper pour or región will give a broader área for current to flow into or 

out of that pin. These large thermal reliefs can be seen on the fabricated board surface or 

in images of tiie boards in the CD-ROM. File ñames can be referenced from Appendix C. 

4.3 Charger Board - Board Layout and Description 

Good PC board layout is required to achieve specified noise, efficiency, and 

stable performance for the charger board. A ground plañe is essential for optimum 

performance. For tiie charger board, use of four or more layers in the board architectiire is 

recommended. Under the consfraints from the board house Usted in Section 4.2, the 

charger board is developed as a four layer board. The TOP layer is used for high-current 

connections, the BOTTOM layer for quiet connections (REF, CCV, CCI, DACV, and 

GND), [1] and the inner layers for an unintermpted ground and power plañe. Cl, C6, MI, 

M2, Rl and Ll are placed relatively close to each other as required in the data sheet. 

Current sense traces mnning from Rl to MAX 1667 are made as short as possible by 

placing the MAX 1667 on the BOTTOM side of the board. The current sense lines are 

then routed through vías, and Kelvin connections are established as shown in Figure 14. 

Generally high current frace lengths are reduced on the board. Most ofthe high current is 

distributed through copper pours on the TOP layer. MI and M2 are placed as directed in 

the data sheet for the MAX1667. It is recommended that a quasi-ground plañe be 

developed in the TOP layer, where all the grounds from the switching components would 

meet. This is achieved by using a copper pour which connect pads of all components that 

touch the switching ground. Ui the netlist, this connection is called GNDPAD and is 

associated with the copper pour that mns through the upper edge of the final board. This 

ground plañe is then connected to the intemal ground plañe ofthe board through dummy 

resistor R-GND, as seen in the bottom left comer ofthe prototype. 
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High current path 

Sense Resistor 

MAX1667 

Figure 13 Kelvin Connection for Current Sense Path from Rl 

The main chip on this board, the MAX 1667 is placed far from other switching 

components on the BOTTOM side. This ensures that all quiet connections are not directly 

affected by the switching noise from the other high current fraces. Surface mount 

components are used extensively on the charger board. This minimizes frace lengths and 

helps to prevent components involved in switching from connecting or passing through 

other layers of the board. The best example of such implementation is Ll, the only 

inductor in the circuit. 

Battery packs mate with the charger board through connector J2. J2 is placed on 

the top right comer ofthe board, when viewed from the TOP side. The connection to the 

motherboard is made through the right angle header Jl. Jl is placed centered to the board 

length on the lower edge of the board. This aids in mechanical stability for the entire 

system when the battery packs are connected to the board. The weight of the battery 
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packs exerts a torque on the board frying to bend it, but with connector Jl placed at the 

center of the board, the sfress on the board or connectors due to this torque would be is 

minimal. Redundant pins are also placed in Jl for added mechanical stability. Extensive 

use of copper in the TOP layer serves to reduce switching noise from interfering with the 

inner power and groimd layers. These pours are spaced well apart and are very visible on 

the board surface. The single copper pour at the BOTTOM layer connects the GNDPAD 

to tíie inner ground plañe and also connects to the appropriate pin in Jl. This pin flashes 

to the mother board ground plañe. Copper pours are eliminated and kept away from 

SMBus termináis of Jl to avoid interference. Similariy, SMBus signáis from the battery 

pack are routed through the BOTTOM side of the board from connector J2 in order to 

avoid interference from switching components. All surface mount component pads have 

larger thermal reliefs associated with them. This is visible in the TOP layer and provides 

seamless current flow into or out ofthe pad. 

The charger board is about 2.7" in length and about 3.6" in height. The board is 

0.062" tiiick and is made of glass-epoxy lamínate, flame retardant FR4 material. Copper 

thickness is loz/sq ft, and all exposed regions of copper are solder dipped and hot afr 

leveled. The board is covered with green solder mask and is marked with white silk 

screen on both the TOP and BOTTOM layers. Images of the board can be found in tiie 

enclosed CD-ROM. 

4.4 Motherboard - Board Layout and Description 

Since this board has to play host to the PICDEM board, tiie size ofthe motiier 

board must be larger than the PICDEM board. Component placement requirements on tiie 

mother board are not as rigid as seen in the charger board. The PICDEM board interfaces 

with tile mother board via headers and sockets. The weight of this board rests on stand-

offs tiíat are mounted on the mother board. The ports of tiie microconfroller and all I/O 

pins can be accessed through this header-socket assembly. Placement of these headers is 

the most layout-sensitive part in the mother board design. The mother board is so 

designed that the PICDEM board will sit on it, with the longer side ofthe PICDEM board 
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mnning parallel to the long side of the mother board. To provide the system with one 

common ground, the ground from the PICDEM board is connected to the mother board 

ground. This connection is made through J6. J6 is placed perpendicular in orientation to 

otiier connectors on the mother board. This is to ensure that the mother board and 

PICDEM board mate in one and only one orientation, where the long side of each board 

coincides witii the other board. Placement of the headers on the mother board also 

ensures tiíat all coimections to debug termináis and power termináis of the PICDEM 

board will be oriented outward, tiiereby not overiapping the charger board connections. 

Port A ofthe microconfroller is connected to J2, port B to J3, port C to J4 and port D to 

J5. All I/O pins coimecting to the ports are not being used at this time, but they are 

brought onto the mother board for easy access and debug operations. 

The clock and data switches, U3 and U4, are placed in such a way that when the 

PICDEM board is connected to the system, these will reside under the PICDEM board. 

Low profile heights of the ADG728s permit this placement scheme. The bypass 

capacitors for these switches, C8 and C9, are placed adjacent to each switch. No fraces 

are seen mnning to these through-hole capacitors as the leads of these capacitors flash 

intemally to GND and PWR(+5V) plañe layers. The switching mechanism for tiie battery 

packs are controlled by FETs. For circuit readability, each FET bank is placed near the 

charger board receptacle it serves. Thus Q3 and Q4 are placed near Jl-Al, Q5 and Q6 are 

placed near Jl-Bl, Q7 and Q8 near Jl-Cl, and Q9 and QIO near Jl-Dl. The TO-220 

packaged components (Q4, Q6, Q8 and QIO) are laid flat on the board surface to limit the 

overall height of the board. Q4, Q6, Q8 and QIO do not carry large currents, but 

connecting their drains to copper pours allows better current distiibution. With this 'laid 

back' mounting, current flowing out through the drain termináis have two different paths 

to exit the device. For the pack switching mechanism, the large current carriers are Q3, 

Q5, Q7 and Q9. The V+ terminal from the charger board receptacles are routed through 

copper pours on the BOTTOM side of the board and are brought to the TOP layer 

through vías placed near Q3, Q5, Q7 and Q9. Múltiple vías and large tiiermal reliefs are 
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used here to distiibute currents evenly to the pads and also to the continuing pour on the 

TOP side. 

All output connections from the board are made through the short left edge. 

Connection to the load is achieved through Jl. Jl is placed towards the lower left comer 

of tiie board and is connected to the load switching FET Q2 through a copper pour on the 

BOTTOM side of the board. JP2 is a 9VDC output connector. Power for the PICDEM 

board is derived from this cormector. All extemal inputs to the mother board are placed 

along the lower edge of the board. JRl is the grid connector and accepts 12-20V DC. 

Normally, the Globtek switching power supply output feeds this connector with 15VDC. 

JPl is the terminal through which automobile power reaches the mother board. Ul and 

U2 are linear regulators and are placed for thermal connection with the chassis of the 

board enclosure. This arrangement gives a very large heat sink for these regulators, which 

will be functional whenever the board is powered. DI and D2 are surface mount diodes 

that work in conjunction witii other diodes placed on charger boards to aid 'intelligent 

power source selection' as described in section 3.2.3. D3 and D4 are 5.IV Zener diodes 

that provide stable voUage to the analog to digital converter in the PIC microconfroller. 

C7 is the largest capacitor in the system, and it acts as the main bypass capacitor. 

Mounting holes are placed on the four comers ofthe board and also close to the center of 

each long side. These holes aid in clamping the board to the board enclosure. Ui addition 

to mounting holes in the comers, holes are also provided roughly in the center of the 

board and along the left short edge for connecting standoffs. These standoffs help in 

supportmg the weight ofthe PICDEM board. 

The motherboard is fabricated using the same board house to tiie same 

specifications. The final versión of tiie board is about 10.3" long and about 7.6" wide. 

The región on the TOP layer devoid of any copper pour roughly depicts the área to be 

covered by the PICDEM board. All mounting holes are non-plated, and copper pours are 

routed away from them to prevent inadvertent shorts from mounting gear. 
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Due to page size limitations, the mother board cannot be shown here. Images of 

the board are placed in the enclosed CD-ROM. The Layout files generated during design 

work can also be found in the enclosed CD-ROM as mentioned in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER V 

MICROCONTROLLER FUNCTIONS RELATING TO CHARGER 

At this stage of work, Üie hardware implementation ofthe portable battery charger 

is complete. For the system to be ftilly fiínctional, a software interface is required to 

oversee tiie ñmctioning of the entire system and guarantee safe, reliable and efficient 

operation. Software routines for the PIC18F452 are not written as part of this work. For 

efficient operation, tiie software 'developers' should be aware of all hardware 

implementation methods. This document serves to address this need. This chapter gives a 

brief overview on what the microconfroller is expected to know and do. It also provides a 

series of steps to be taken to ensure that system operates as desired. 

5.1 Microconfroller Functions 

For the system to behave as a hybrid Level 2-Level 3 charger, the microconfroller 

must oversee numerous fiínctions. The most critical design feature of the system is 

bootsfrapping, where the microconfroller will be provided with power from any available 

source to power ON. This must be achieved in hardware without any confrol from the 

microconfroller. Once powered, the microcontroller will have to follow approximately 

the sequence Usted below to ensure fiíll device functionality. 

• Identify power source: Once the microconfroller is powered ON, it has to first 

identify the source of power. Analog to digital converters on the microcontroller 

are connected to grid and automobile power inlets. This connection helps the 

microcontroller to 'sense' the availability of either the grid or automotive power. 

If tile analog to digital converters do not retiim viable results, tiien it is reasonable 

to conclude that the system is mnning from battery packs. Ui this case, all 

charging operations will be suspended until either grid or vehicle power is made 

available. This will ensure that a battery pack will not charge another battery 

pack. When the mother board is powered ON, all the switches in Ul and U2 are 

thrown open by default, and they should stay in the open position until tiie 
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microconfroller changes them. This cuts off the SMBus lines to the battery packs 

and charger boards, and the batteries should therefore be in standby mode. 

Charging confrol: If the microcontroller concludes that the power source is not a 

battery pack, tiien it can permit charging of packs. This will be done in a 

sequential way so that the most depleted pack will get charged first. To do this, 

tile microconfroller will have to fírst write valúes to the clock switch that will 

enable clock to one of the battery packs (Jl-Al). Once the MAX1667 and the 

pack associated with it get SMBus clock, they can communicate back with the 

microconfroller. Next the microconfroller has to write valúes to the data switch to 

enable data lines to the same battery pack (Jl-Al). Once this is done, the pack can 

be probed for its state of charge. This cycle will be repeated for all four battery 

packs, and the weakest will be chosen for immediate charging. Once charging is 

complete, the second weakest pack will be assigned charging. The battery packs 

themselves are designed to request charge. Once the microcontroller decides 

which pack is getting charged, the data and clock switches for the other packs that 

are not being charged should be opened. This will ensure that no clock signal 

reaches a battery pack not being charged, and so it will not request a charge from 

itsMAX1667. 

Connecting a pack to the load: The microcontroller will have absolute confrol on 

tile pack that connects to the load. For explanatory purposes, assume tiíat pack 

connected to Jl-Al is to be connected to the load. A pack will feed the load only 

when grid is not available to do so. If the microcontroller decides that tiie Jl-Al 

pack will feed the load, then it has to assert Gate_drv 2, 3 and 4 to ensure that 

those FETs are tiimed off When tiiis is done, only Jl-Al will be connected to the 

system power source. Now, if the microconfroller asserts Gate_drv5, the load 

switch will close, and the pack connected to Jl-Al will drive the load. When Jl-

Al is comiected to the load, it is mandatory that clock and data be provided to the 

pack. Through the SMBus lines, it is possible for the microconfroUer to probé tiie 

battery pack to decide how much charge stiU remains. The SMBus also pemiits 
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the battery pack to alert the microcontroller to any emergency sitiíation that arises 

due to high temperature or intemal battery problems. If such a sitiíation arises, the 

microconfroller can switch to another pack. While powering the system from a 

pack, if grid supply becomes available, grid will automatically take over powering 

tile entire system. When the ADC in the micro senses availability of grid, the 

battery pack will be disconnected from the load, and SMBus lines associated with 

it will have to be tiirown open. Charging can be initiated if the grid supply is 

reliable enough. 

Powering from vehicle: The battery packs themselves have enough capacity to 

drain an automotive battery, if all of them charge from it. For this reason, when 

the packs are being charged from a vehicle outlet, the ADC will have to 

constantly monitor the incoming power. If the incoming voltage drops below an 

acceptable level, then battery charging will shut down to prevent depletion ofthe 

vehicle battery. 

Battery conditioning: If grid supply is available, it will be used to power the load. 

When the grid is available, the microcontroller will cycle through the battery 

packs and see which pack has the máximum number of charge and discharge 

cycles. Packs with the mínimum number of charge cycles will be selected to 

power the load at first, there by ageing the packs uniformly. Typical lifespan of a 

pack is about 500 complete cycles. To wear out the packs evenly, the micro will 

watch cycle counts and then tiy to allot charging / discharging jobs appropriately. 

Charge cycle counts can be obtained from the packs through the SMBus [4]. 

Error handling: All error handling responsibilities lie with the microconfroller. 

The most probable error condition would arise from elevated temperatiares. If this 

happens, the battery packs will themselves prevent charging and will notify the 

microcontroller through the SMBus about thefr inability to accept charge. Ui this 

case, the microconfroller will have to wait for suitable conditions before charging 

will be resumed. 
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. Intermpt handling: Intemipts do not play a major role in this application. The 

MAX1667 will sound an intermpt when a pack is inserted or removed from the 

charger board. All intermpt lines are tied together and presented as one common 

intermpt line to the microconfroller. When an intermpt is received, the 

microconfroller will have to probé all charger boards to find out which charger 

board sounded the intermpt. 

In addition to tiie fimctions Usted above, the microconfroller may be called upon to 

perform additional duties to make the system more reliable and efficient. Some probable 

functions to be executed can be found in the data sheets for MAX1667 [1], ADG728 [3] 

and NI2020 [9]. Battery charging algorithms and controls are presented in the following 

references [5, 23]. 

5.2 Future Scope and Extensions 

The portable colposcope prototype begun in this work emphasizes on actual 

hardware implementation. The device at this stage is not a fiílly functional colposcope 

because image processing and acquisition modules are still not designed or developed. 

However, the entire system is built with portability and robustness in mind and will 

fiínction well when interfaced with other core units. Future work requires getting the 

other modules defined and designed. Once this is done, the system can be integrated and 

made fully functional. Good software control is essential for proper functioning of the 

battery charging subsystem. The software routines will make best use of all available 

resources to power the system for as long as possible, thereby guaranteeing longevity of 

the system along with portability. 

Ul hardware, some changes will have to be made for the device to become a stand-

alone unit. The microconfroller will have to be moved to the mother board, and all 

associated circuifry for this will have to be developed. This would require redesigning 

the mother board. At this stage, the mother board can be more compact and the 

components can be packed closer to guarantee better results. The hardware fiínctionality 

of this board would still remain the same. Charger boards should technically remain 
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unaltered. They serve just one fiínction, and the best possible design with complete 

adherence to data sheet specifications has been done in this work. It would be advisable 

to use more layers on the charger board. Lack of fiínds and fabrication resources prevent 

tiiis being done at this stage. More layers will enable a much more compact board. Better 

component placement can tiius be achieved in the charger board and this will transíate to 

more efficient switching. 

Hot swapping is a process by which battery packs are inserted or removed from 

tile system while the system is in operation. This featiire can be easily incorporated into 

tile current design with very slight modifications. By terminating all Communications to 

tile battery pack, it is possible to forcé the pack into standby. If power to the charger 

board to which the pack to be hot swapped is connected can be terminated, then the pack 

can safely be removed from the system with out damaging the pack. For terminating 

power connection to the charger board, additional switching mechanism should be 

included in the mother board design. Hot swapping may not be a good feature to have for 

the colposcope. However if the same intelligent power module were to be used in other 

devices, say military Communications equipment, then hot swapping will allow the user 

to have a sepárate fast charger to replenish depleted batteries with freshly charged ones 

from a secondary charger unit. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMPONENT LISTING - CHARGER BOARD 

REF 
DESIGNATOR PART NUMBER DIGIKEY PART 

NUMBER PACKAGE RATING 

C1 
C4,C10 

C2,C11 
C3 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 
C9 

D2, D3 
D1,D4, D5 

L1 

M1 

M2 
R1 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5, R6 

R7,R8 

U1 

EEU-FC1H680 
C330C105K5R5CA 

C315C104M5U5CA 
ECH-U1H471JB5 
ECA-1HM010B 

T494X226K035AS 
C315C104M5U5CA 
77VJ08Y50V223K 

ECA-1HM010B 
CMPSH-3 
CMSH5-40 
UP4B-330 

~ 
2N7002 

WSL2512/0.04W/+-1% 

ERA-S15J103V 

ERJ-6ENF1002V 

ERA-S15J103V 

ERA-S15J330V 

ERD-S1TJ103V 

MAX1667 

P11252-ND 
399-2102-ND 
399-2127-ND 

PCF1008CT-ND 
P10389TB-ND 
399-1790-1-NO 
399-2127-ND 

~ 
P10389TB-ND 

~ 
~ 
~ 

FDS6680ATR-ND 
2N7002NTR-ND 

~ 

P10KCBCT-ND 

P10.0KCCT-ND 

P10KCBCT-ND 

P33CBCT-ND 

P10KBBCT-ND 

-

RAO 
RAD 
RAD 
0805 
RAD 

SMD" 
RAD 
0805 
RAD 

SOT-23 
SMD 
SMD 

8-SOIC 

SOT-23 
SMD 

0805 

0805 

0805 

0805 

RAD 

16-
TSSOP 

68MF/50V/20% 

1|JF/50V 

0.1|JF/50V 

0.00047|JF/50 
1uF/25V 

22|JF/35V 

0.1|JF/50V 

22000pF/50V 
1MF/25V 

50mA/30V 
5A/20-100V 
33MH/6.1A 

12.5A/30V 

60V/115mA 
40mn 

lOkQ/O.IW/-
+5% 

lOkQ/O.IW/-
+1% 

lOkn/O.IW/-
+5% 

33Q/0.1W/-
+5% 

10kQ/0.5W 

-

* - RAD implies Radial package 

** - SMD implies Surface Mount 
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APPENDIX B 

COMPONENT LISTING - MOTHER BOARD 

REF 
DESINGNATOR 

MANUFACTURER 
PART NUMBER 

DIGIKEY 
PART NUMBER PACKAGE RATINGS 

Cl 

C2, C3 
C4 

C5, ce 
C7 

C8, C9 
D1,D2 
D3. 04 

R1 
R2, R4, R8, 
R14, Ríe 

R3, R6, R9, 
R15, R20, R21 
R5, R7, RIO, 

R17, R18, R22 
R23, R11, R12, 

R13 
Q1,Q2,Q4, Q6, 

Q8, QIO 
Q3, Q5, Q7, Q9 

Ul 
U2 

U3, U4 

C330C474K5R5CA 

T350K226K035AS 
C330C474K5R5CA 
T350K226K035AS 

EEU-FC1H102 
C315C104M5U5CA 

CMSH5-40 
1N4733A 

~ 

ERA-6YEB104V 

ERA-6YEB563V 

ERA-6YEB333V 

ERA-6YEB103V 

IRF3708 

IRF7210 
LM2940-5 
LM2940-9 
ADG728 

399-2100-ND 

399-1437-ND 
399-2100-ND 
399-1437-ND 
P10333-ND 

399-2127-ND 
~ 
~ 
~ 

P100KZTR-ND 

P56KZTR-ND 

P33KZTR-ND 

P10KZTR-ND 

~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 

Radial 

Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
Radial 
SMC 
Axial 

SMD 0805 

SMD 0805 

SMD 0805 

SMD 0805 

SMD 0805 

TO220 

S08 
TO220 
TO220 

16-TSSOP 

.47|jF/50V10% 

22|JF/35V/IOW ESR 

0.47|jF/50V10% 
22MF/35V/IOW ESR 

1000MF/50V 

0.1|JF/50V 

5A/20-100V 
5. IV Zener 

~ 

100kíl/0.1W/+/-1% 

56kQ/0.1W/0.1% 

33kQ/0.1w/0.1% 

10kQ/0.1w/0.1% 

n channel 

p channel 
5VLD0 
9VLD0 
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APPENDIX C 

CD-ROM CONTENTS 

Charger Board Data sheets 

All data sheets mentioned in the following table are placed in the folder called "Charger 

board datasheets". 

QUANTITY 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

REFERENCE 

DESIGNATOR 

C1 

C4,C10 

C2, C7,C11 

C3 

C5 

C6 

C8 

C9 

D2, 03 

01,D4, D5 

Ll 

MI 

M2 

Rl 

R2, R4 

R3 

R5, R6 

FILE Ñ A M E 

ee080_eeu_fc_d ne. pdf 

C4C10-Ceramic.pdf 

C2C7C11-Ceramic.pdf 

ECHU(B) 20Series C3.pdf 

c45910alt2.pdf 

C6-SMT.pdf 

C8-ALT.pdf 

c45910alt2.pdf 

CMPSH-3-A-C-S.pdf 

CMSH5-40.pdf 

UP4B-330.pdf 

FDS6680A-M1.pdf 

2N7002 - M2.pdf 

wsl2512-R1.pdf 

R2 R4 ALT.pdf 

R3 ALT.pdf 

R5 R6 alt.pdf 

MANUFACTURER 

PANASONIC-ECG 

PANASONIC-ECG 

KEMET 

PANASONIC-ECG 

PANASONIC-ECG 

Kemet 

VISHAY 

PANASONIC-ECG 

Central Semiconductor 

Central Semiconductor 

Cooper Bussman 

Fairchild 

Fairchild 

VISHAY 

Panasonic - ECG 

Panasonic - ECG 

Panasonic - ECG 
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Motiier Board Data Sheets 

All data sheets mentioned in the following table are placed in the folder called 

"Motiier Board Data Sheets". 

Q U A N T I T Y 

2 

4 

1 

2 

2 

2 

7 

5 

7 

3 

4 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

REFERENCE 

DESIGNATOR 

C1,C4 

C2, C3, C5, C6, 

C7 

C8, C9 

D1,D2 

D3, 04 

R2, R4, R8, R14, 
R16, R19, R20 

R3, R6, R9, R15, 
R21 

R5, R7, RIO, R17, 
R18, R22, R23 

R11,R12, R13 

Q1,Q2, Q10, 04, 
06 ,08 

03, 05, 07, 09 

Ul 

U2 

U3 

U4 

FILE ÑAME 

C1-C4.pdf 

C6.pdf 

C7.pdf 

C2C7C11-
Ceramic.pdf 

CMSH5-40.pdf 

1N4733A.pdf 

R2-4-8-14-16-19-
20.pdf 

R3-6-9-15-21.pdf 

R5-7-10-17-18-22-
23.pdf 

R11-12-13.pdf 

irf3708.pdf 

irf7210.pdf 

LM2940.pdf 

LM2940.pdf 

ADG728_9.pdf 

ADG728_9.pdf 

MANUFACTURER 

Kemet 

Kemet 

Panasonic-ECG 

KEMET 

Central 
Semiconductor 

Diodes Inc 

Panasonic-ECG 

Panasonic-ECG 

Panasonic-ECG 

Panasonic-ECG 

IRF 

IRF 

National Semi 

National Semi 

Fairchild Semi 

Fairchild Semi 
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The charger board fíles are organized as shown in the following table. 

Folder Ñame 
Sub folder 

ñame 
File ñame Description 

Charger Board 

Board Files 

Gerber Files 

and Readme 

Schematic 

Board 

Témplate 

~ 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l) 

ThermalTemplate.tch 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-1 ).ASB 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-1 ).AST 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-1 ).SSB 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).SST 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-1 ).TOP 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-1 ).BOT 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).PWR 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-1 ).GND 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).DRD 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).DTS 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).SMT 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).SMB 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).SPT 

ChargerBoard_HPN(F-l).SPB 

Thruhole.TAP 

Readme.txt 

ChargerBoardl_HPN_001 .opj 

"ch^í^iio^dníéroóí^d^ír 

Charger board 

layout file 

Technology 

témplate file 

Gerber Files 

Project File for 

schematic 
Design File 
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The mother board files are organized as shown in the following table 

Folder Ñame 
Sub folder 

ñame 
File ñame Description 

Mother Board 

Board Files 

Gerber Files 

and Readme 

Schematic 

Board 

Témplate 

— 

MotherBoard-HPNOOl ..MAX 

ThermalTemplate.tch 

MotherBoard-HPNOOl .AST 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .BOT 

MotherBoard-HPNOOl ..DRD 

MotherBoard-HPNOOl ..DTS 

MotherBoard-HPNOOl .GND 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .GTD 

MotiierBoard-HPN_001 .SMB 

MotherBoard-HPN 001.PWR 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .SPT 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .SMT 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .SST 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .TOP 

Thruhole.NPT 

Thruhole.tap 

Readme.txt 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .opj 

MotherBoard-HPN_001 .dsn 

Mother board layout 

file 

Technology 

témplate file 

Gerber Files 

Project File for 

schematic 

Design File 
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Footprints 

All footprints generated for this work are placed in folder called "footprints". 

Miscellaneous files 

Files pertaining to the following are placed in this folder. 

• Globtek Power Supply 

• Vehicle power adapter 

• Battery connector mechanical diagram 

• Input connector mechanical diagram (charger board) 
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